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This, apparently, is the fourth industrial revolution. Klaus Schwab, the founder of the World
Economic Forum, announced this intriguing fact at Davos in January 2016, and he later
explained what he meant in a short book of the same name. His claim was overshadowed by
the events of that year, which included – in case our reader has forgotten – the European
migration crisis, Brexit, ongoing brutal civil war in Syria, nuclear postering on the Korean
peninsula and the Trump election. All of which seemed very much to be extensions of the long
term conflicts of the 20th century. These political continuities are interesting because the core
of the claim that we are experiencing the fourth industrial revolution is that it marks a break
with the epoch that immediately precedes it. Schwab calls this period – the years from the
1960s to 2007 – the third – digital – industrial revolution. The new era is “characterized by a
much more ubiquitous and mobile internet, by smaller and more powerful sensors that have
become cheaper, and by artificial intelligence and machine learning.”(Schwab 2017, 12)
Certainly by the end of 2017 – nearly two years after the announcement at Davos – the global
celebrity intelligentsia had recovered from the events of 2016 and returned to the fourth
industrial revolution. The idea that the global economy had moved into a fundamentally new
technological epoch captured (in the title of another best seller) as The Second Machine Age
and driven by ubiquitous internet and artificial intelligence had entered into common sense.
(Google Trends 2018)

Two big, general, political problems hang over this excitement. The first is the claim that the
current tools of AI – and the broader field of machine learning from which they are derived –

mark a break with the histories of automation and cybernetics that track back, at least, to the
late 19th century. (Wiener 1988; Noble 1977; Beniger 1986; Zuboff 1988; Kline 2015)
Evaluating this claim requires careful study of what artificial intelligence can do now, how the
technologies actually work, and the ambitions of their developers. This is not a simple task.
After decades of decline that began in the 1970s, the field of machine learning has been
growing very rapidly over the last ten years. It is now large and boisterous, and shot through
with fierce and interesting debates about the philosophical implications and cognitive models
of learning machines. In this paper we agree that something very important is happening, but
we also insist that it has a long and fraught history that is a more useful guide to its future
politics than the optimistic projections of the advocates of AI.
The second momentous claim is that we stand on the edge of the development of the
autonomous artificial intelligence. This has triggered a philosophically and politically
provocative debate, which can be unpacked into three competing premises. First is the claim
that the techniques of AI, and deep neural networks in particular, are modelled on the
workings of the human brain and, because they work like the human mind and can train
themselves, hold out the possibility of general machine intelligence (Lee 2018; Ng 2017;
Hinton 2017). A second is something like the opposite, that deep learning is so
mathematically convoluted, demanding of standardised data for algorithm development and,
thus, so tightly focused on carefully framed problems that it is intellectually naive and already
at the limits of its potential application (Marcus 2018; Does AI Need More Innate Machinery?
2017). The third – also driven by the convoluted and illegible structures of deep neural
networks and, in particular, their dependence on opaque and provisional techniques for the
reduction of errors – is the recent claim by veterans in the field that the popularity of these
machines entails the restoration of alchemy (which, as the authors argued at the most recent

machine learning conference, often worked well without its practitioners understanding why).
(Peng 2017; Matthew Hutson 2018; Sculley et al. 2018; Alister 2017) In each case there are
firmly-held and well developed positions often pitting engineers employed to implement AI
systems that “just work” against researchers based in the universities. But these conflicts also
reflect the long history of existential struggle within the field of machine learning, dating back
to the 1950s, pitting five different schools against each other in a high-stakes struggle to
determine the future of computer science, and much else besides. (Compellingly explained by
Domingos 2015a) This also means that hanging over the current debates is the unease of
those who can remember the field, when – in the 1980s or even the 1950s – it last promised a
revolution in machine intelligence. (Ng 2017; Lee 2018; Peng 2017; Crevier 1993)

The most popular and powerful forms of machine learning – deep neural networks – are
algorithms for iterative matrix calculations aimed at reducing errors in the automation of
bottlenecks in the global information processing economy. These software machines are
currently deleting spam, selecting advertisements, reading images, determining credit
worthiness and replacing taxi drivers. The most revolutionary applications are being set to
work on automating facial recognition images from identity databases, cell phones and
surveillance video. At their core the new machine learning technologies apply simplified
mathematical techniques for determining non-linear probabilities that long predate Galton
and Pearson’s more exact (and linear) statistics. (S. M Stigler 1986, pt. 1) In short, AI is
motivated and resourced by an already successful and very lucrative effort to automate and
control work -- in particular the work of placing and selling on-line advertisements. It is
important to notice that, to date, the unambiguous commercial success of the software
machines has been much more influential than the difficult, and often arbitrary, mathematical
techniques that describe them.

Much of this success has to do with the utility and simplicity of software-based machines,
notwithstanding some of the very grand claims about general intelligence. The programming
required to develop robust, machine-taught algorithms for character recognition, for example,
can be developed in less than a hundred lines of code, and, once the algorithm has learned the
most effective weights it needs to use in the matrix calculations, it can be published as a
simple, but powerful, script on the web. (See Nielsen 2015 for example.) This reliance on the
device that works as explanation and motivation in science is old and, now, commonplace
(Shapin and Schaffer 1985; Stephen M. Stigler 1989) and it mobilizes the influential history of
engineering automation in the United States. (Noble 1984; Zuboff 1988) But these new
machines are no longer confined to the workplace. Unlike the earlier technologies of feedback
and surveillance that dominated the automation of the factory in the 20 th century, the new
forms of AI have very broad – indeed potentially global – appetites for training data and
similarly wide economic and political capacities. It is these global ambitions that bring us to
the main objectives of this paper.

We are interested here to map the likely political consequences for people and societies on the
African continent of the turn to machine learning as the basis of the global economy. What
does it mean for Africans that the richest companies, and the most powerful governments, are
investing heavily in technologies, programmes and infrastructures of artificial intelligence?

There is, already, a long list of well-articulated dangers. The most obvious are problems of
bias that derive from an excess of information – from the dense, hidden and ingrained
structures of racism that infect the autonomous development of algorithms, especially in the
United States. (Mohamed 2017; Angwin et al. 2016) There are also problems of bias that are

the result of the absence of high-quality training datasets -- for example of African names or
facial images or words (Marwala 2018; Raji 2018; Lohr 2018). These are actually problems of
over-fitting, in which machines will learn algorithms around training data that excludes, or
under-estimates, African examples. A third risk is that AI will exaggerate the already existing
brutal deficits of infrastructure – of high-speed network connections, reliable power supplies,
data processing centres and, especially, of human expertise. For centuries the products that
African people, firms and societies have produced have been monopolised and discounted by
metropolitan corporations with the energetic assistance of local elites. Will the growing power
of the centres of artificial intelligence in the United States and China – and the global
monopoly power of a small number of firms secured by AI -- produce a new era of data-driven
extraversion and dependency? (Ake 1981, chap. 4 and 5; Bayart 2000) And finally there is the
problem of work itself. Economists worry that Africa’s historically unprecedented labour
market growth -- which sees 12 million new young workers every year -- can only be met by
labour-intensive industrial investments, and that those are specifically endangered by the new
forms of automation. (Rodrik 2016; Chutel 2017; African Development Bank 2018, 48)

These are all serious risks and, if the long duree history is any guide, it is likely that they will
all be realised in some meaningful way. But, as we show here, there are also interesting and
compelling ambiguities and ambivalences in the specific histories of artificial intelligence on
the African continent. This makes the long-term politics of AI -- like the other Internet
technologies -- difficult to assess. None of these questions can be answered categorically and,
in each case, there are already vocal and persuasive advocates of the contending answers. In
each case -- in the development of massive new sources of training data, the fostering of
science institutions and expertise, the rollout of robust infrastructures, and a general interest
in leapfrogging and disruption across the continent -- the expansion of machine learning is

having ambiguous effects. Much of this ambiguity is a consequence of the basic workings of
the technology.

The Geopolitics of Machine Learning
It is a measure of how seriously governments take the problems and possibilities of artificial
intelligence that China, the United Kingdom and the United States have all published major
plans for industrial policy aimed at fostering the infrastructures, skills and industries that will
compete for global ascendancy in this field. Wired magazine has described the Chinese plan,
which focuses on the teaching of artificial intelligence “as a discipline” in schools and
universities, as the “secret weapon in the global AI arms race.” (Executive Office of the
President and National Science and Technology Council 2016; Executive Office of the
President 2016; Royal Society 2017; State Council 2017; Beard 2018) While some of this is
Cold War rhetoric renewed, there is also unambiguous evidence of an existential struggle for
dominance in AI amongst the world’s largest Internet-based firms (which are, also, the only
entities capable of generating the scale and quality of training data that is required to develop
effective machine learning algorithms.) Google, Apple, Facebook and Amazon have all made
enormous investments in firms specialising in machine learning over the last four years. In
2017 alone over 100 AI startups were acquired by the largest companies, and it is clearly
partly the speculative opportunity that emerges with these investments that is fostering the
renewed global obsession with machine learning.(CB Insights Research 2018) But this is not a

purely speculative frenzy, not least because two of the firms with the largest demonstrated
capacity in artificial intelligence – Baidu and Alibaba – are based, primarily, in China. Their
dominance in revolutionary fields like universal facial recognition and citizenship scoring
derives in large part from unrestricted support from the Chinese government.(The Economist
2018; Captain 2016; Hvistendahl 2017)

Something very serious is underway that goes well beyond the tricks of voice recognition and
anticipatory on-line content. When a figure like Kai-fu Lee, who combines decades of
experience with the largest US companies with contemporary dominance in China, warns that
African countries with large poor populations face a frightening future dependency we should
take him seriously. “The countries that are not in good shape are the countries that have
perhaps a large population, but no AI, no technologies, no Google, no Tencent, no Baidu, no
Alibaba, no Facebook, no Amazon,” Lee warns. “These people will basically be data points to
countries whose software is dominant in their country. If a country in Africa uses largely
Facebook and Google, they will be providing their data to help Facebook and Google make
more money, but their jobs will still be replaced nevertheless.”(Lee 2018) But evaluating this
claim – especially in relation to the resources of information and institutions that are available
on this continent – requires some understanding of how AI actually works.

How AI Works
Machine learning means that computers are able to draw conclusions about their
environment without being explicitly programmed to do so. Since 2015, machine learning
practitioners have espoused the virtues of an algorithmic system known as Deep Learning.
This marks the return to dominance, in a long history of contestation, of the “empiricists” who
emphasise learning through trial and error as against the “rationalists” who utilise

predetermined frameworks of logic.(Domingos 2015b, 59) At the operational core of Deep
Learning lies the neural network, which as its name suggests, aims to simulate the neural
structure of the human brain, particularly the way it receives and interprets sensory stimuli.
The neural network has deep roots in behavioural psychology. It gained traction among
adherents of the cybernetic movement in the 1950s, who combined mathematics, psychology
and engineering to develop self-governing control systems (Minsky and Papert, 1987: ix). In
1957, a New York-based psychologist, Frank Rosenblatt, published his findings about a neural
network model he called the Perceptron (Rosenblatt, 1957). Rosenblatt had applied the
reinforcement learning technique on an earlier model of a neuron, known as the McCullochPitts model, developed in 1947 (Crevier, 1993: 104). Reinforcement learning is used by
psychologists to encourage behavioural change by rewarding certain activities the subject
should repeat and punishing those it should cease performing. Rosenblatt introduced a
system of reward and punishment to the neural network through the adjustment of its
weights (also known as parameters). During training, a machine would correctly identify an
object if a light labelled with the correct identifier flashed. If an incorrect light flashed, he
decreased the weights that connected the object to this light and increased the weights
leading to the light that was supposed to have flashed (Crevier, 1993: 104). While the
Perceptron is rudimentary by contemporary standards, it is Rosenblatt’s technique of
adjusting weights by trial and error from some random initial that persists.

By the 1970s, the Perceptron had fallen out of favour in the academic field of artificial
intelligence. One of the reasons for its downfall was that it could not compute the XOR
function – that is, being able to tell when two inputs differ. Inputs are the stimuli a machine
receives that require interpretation and they can take the form of images, sounds or a
numerical dataset. The neural network’s presumed impotence led to the rise of knowledge

engineers -- or rationalists -- who insisted that the foundations artificial intelligence required
specific coded instructions and legible, mathematical proofs. (Domingos, 2015: 101). Neural
networks were rescued from likely obscurity in 1982 when the physicist John Hopfield
introduced intermediary computing layers – which are famously called hidden layers now –
between the input data and the final solution. The hidden layers allowed the network to target
constituent features of the input and better focus on assembling the correct solution. In other
words the overarching problem to be solved is broken up into a series of fractional questions
that can be answered in sequence.

Caption: Neural network with one hidden layer. The connecting lines between neurons are the
weights or parameters.
(https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Artificial_neural_network.svg)

The architects of neural networks utilize what is called an activation function to simulate the
transmission of signals between the neurons of the human brain. The sigmoid function, also
known as the S-curve, which Domingos describes as the “most important curve in the world”

enables the activation of neurons on a non-binary basis (2015: 104). While in the Perceptron,
the output neuron was either fully activated or entirely inactive (the light could only be on or
off), the sigmoid function allows a neuron to be activated in degrees based on the scale of
stimulation it receives. The sigmoid function, depicted in the graph below, defines the
threshold that, as in the human nervous system, signals have to break through to allow the
neuron to fire to the next neural layer. The sigmoid function also converts the input it receives
from the neurons connected to it, into a value that can only lie between 0 and 1. The neural
network’s eventual classification (or its final solution) is one hundred percent accurate when
the probability is one and one hundred percent false when zero. These values correspond to
the zero and one y-values of the sigmoid function in the graph below.

Caption: Sigmoid Function (https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Sigmoid-function2.svg)
Hidden layers raised the problem of measuring the extent to which each contributing
parameter or weight was at fault when the network arrived at a wrong answer during
training. The solution was a technique called backpropagation, which is driven by a longstanding optimisation technique in calculus called gradient descent. 1 In the modern neural
1As an example of the application of gradient descent, assume that data has been collected on

networks gradient descent works in a similar way but the calculation of the cost function
differs. The new techniques use gradient descent to find the minimum of the cost function – a
multi-dimensional equivalent of Pearson’s least squares test of fit. This technique is used by
the learning software to optimise the weights of each of the activations performed by the
nodes of the network. The key to this process is called backpropagation. In the training set,
where the solution that the network should be providing is known, backpropagation begins at
the very last output unit. The neural network has already computed the function with, again,
randomly chosen parameters. At the last unit, it calculates the difference between the output
that the neural network computes and the known value. This difference is known as the error
value. This error value is then projected backwards in sequence over each hidden layer. The
assumption is that the error value of any given unit (or neuron) in the network is the sum of
the error values multiplied by the respective parameter (θ) of each unit in the succeeding
layer that it is connected to. The cost function is a summation of all these error values and
gradient descent operates to find the minimum of the cost function for the parameter ( θ). The
parameters are then adjusted accordingly so that the final output the network computes
comes closest to the known value.

the relationship between a person’s age and monthly income. The goal is to draw a pattern
through this data that would allow the machine (often called the learner) to predict a person’s
income level based only on their age (where age is the x-value). This means drawing a line
through the disparate data of the training set, composed of the historical data where both the
x and y-values are known, which can then be used for prediction. Gradient descent is used to
find the parameters of this hypothesis line, where the parameters are denoted by the symbol θ
(theta) and the equation of the hypothesis is: θ(0) + θ(1)x. In this case the parameter θ (0) is
the constant and θ(1) is the gradient of the equation of the hypothesis line.

While it is the most important component of neural networks, gradient descent suffers from
important limitations. It demands that the machine learning practitioner surrender control
over the direction of its mathematical operations, in a manner akin to stepping out into the
dark. This can be frustrating for those who seek an overarching theory to explain and thus
replicate success. Over hundreds of step-wise iterations, the error value (theta) gradually
descends to what is hoped to be the absolute minimum of the function. But the cost function
often has many troughs (called local minima), some lower than others, and there is no
guarantee that one is descending towards the lowest. This is a dilemma that practitioners have
learned to live with because the machines have demonstrated that they work. As Domingos
writes, “Backprop, with its incremental weight changes, doesn't know how to find the global
error minimum, and local ones can be arbitrarily bad, like mistaking your grandmother for a
hat. The global minimum is hidden somewhere in the unfathomable vastness of
hyperspace—and good luck finding it … But what we've come to realize is that most of the
time a local minimum is fine. The error surface often looks like the quills of a porcupine,
with many steep peaks and troughs, but it doesn't really matter if we find the absolute
lowest trough; any one will do.” (2015:134)

Notwithstanding the public (and some researchers’) claims to the contrary, the operations of
the neural network differ fundamentally from that of the human brain because they are
entirely governed by a mathematical system of matrix multiplication. In this system, all inputs
– images, sounds, words, or actions – are converted to columns and rows of numbers,
evocative of the large computer screens of running numbers in the 2001 film The Matrix. The
most common function that the neural network has to perform is classification and, when
doing this, it also assesses the likelihood that its classification is accurate – often in relation to
other possibilities. This can take the form of “binary classification”, consisting of ones and

zeroes where one denotes true and zero false. For example, a network might be tasked with
identifying a particular image as one of only three objects. Each object that it could possibly be
is assigned particular vector notation (a vector is a single line or column of numerical values
in a matrix) and these then become the possible outputs or solutions of the network. The first
is identified as [1,0,0]; the second as [0,1,0] and the third as [0,0,1]. Each of the hidden layers
is programmed to ask a single, distinct question of the image it is fed in sequence. The answer
each neuron provides is a product of matrix multiplication: it is a sum of the input vector
multiplied by its connecting weights or parameters.

Powered by hundreds of millions of transistors on the GPUs that were developed for the
matrix calculations required for high resolution computer games, by cloud-based linkages
between networks of processors, and by truly vast standardised datasets of web-derived
attributes, programmers have been able to set computers tasks that assemble networks that
defy mathematical explanation. The algorithms combine millions of attributes, of activation
nodes, the weights of each of them, and of the relationships between them in combinations -all generated by the learning algorithm. It is this complexity, and opacity, that has prompted
the criticism that neural networks -- and the pragmatic reliance on automated gradient
descent -- amount to a form of computational divination. In a recent influential critique,
researchers Ali Rahimi and Ben Recht have described the current machine learning models as
alchemy, so contrasting them with the reproducibility that is supposed to characterise
principles of scientific enquiry. They have taken issue with the fact that machine learning
lacks a core set of explanatory principles that could be applied to all scenarios. Gradient
descent, they suggested, is an unreliable and inefficient way of arriving at the predictor
function (Rahimi and Recht, 2017). The two veterans have argued that the inability of
practitioners properly to understand the workings of deep learning algorithms means that the

technology works as a black box (Hutson, 2018). These criticisms are provocative (not least
because they suggest links to some of the most common forms of knowledge and prediction
on the African continent (Turner 1975)), but they done little to temper the machine learning
frenzy.

African Training Data
Neural networks only function well after they have been trained on enormous datasets. The
example often used in contemporary debates is the dataset of 200 million identification
photographs that were provided by the Chinese government to Baidu and Alibaba to allow
them to train the neural net for facial recognition. The machine tuning of weights and biases in
the development enormous networks of activations means that data has become the power
broker among corporations and researchers in the artificial intelligence world. This is also one
of the reasons that machine learning algorithms are not jealously guarded and are, often,
freely available for public perusal on open source platforms like arXiv (Andrew Ng). But it also
means that the machine learning systems are “data hungry” -- especially for noiseless training
data -- and that innovation depends on their ability to learn from as large a base of training
examples as possible.

The importance of collections running into hundreds of millions of carefully assembled
examples for training machine learning algorithms raises the obvious question of whether the
relative absence of data places the African continent beyond the operations of artificial
intelligence. It is true that many of the largest datasets that are abundant outside of the
continent – land titles, census returns, civil registrations, credit histories – are simply not
present in most African countries. But many of the core sources of data that have fostered
recognition algorithms are available, as well as some unusual ones. Many African countries

have national identity databases that include photographs and fingerprint biometrics as
images or templates for tens of millions of their citizens.
China looms large in the area of the identification and exploitation of training data for
machine learning on the continent. Firms like Huawei and ZTE already are responsible for the
bulk of the new high speed networks, and there is a well established concern that the
Ethiopian state, which has a distinctive history of using centralised internet technologies to
bolster central control, is using these network infrastructures, and machine learning analysis,
to monitor and control information and participation on the Internet in general. (Gagliardone
2016; Gagliardone and Golooba-Mutebi 2016; Kuo 2016; World Wide Web Foundation 2017)
Recently, the Chinese AI facial recognition specialists, CloudWalk Technology, has turned to
African governments to address the obvious, race-based, limits of their existing algorithms.

In April, 2018, the Zimbabwean government announced that it had selected CloudWalk to
provide an AI-based facial recognition system based on the extensive government national
identity database.(Reporter 2018) Only later did the fact emerge that the state, which is
notoriously short of foreign currency and in the middle of a contested military seizure of
power, gave the Chinese company millions of records from the national population register -including photographs and real name and identity numbers -- in exchange for the new
surveillance tools. “The Zimbabwe deal is unique,” Amy Hawkins observed, “in that as part of
the agreement—the value of which CloudWalk declined to share—Harare will send data on
millions of black faces to the Chinese company to help train the technology toward darker skin
tones. The currency here is data as well as dollars.” (Hawkins 2018) Part of the self-interest for
the companies involved is that this allows a wide expansion of the scope of the training data
by including millions of African faces and names, which may correct the racist bias that has

long plagued facial recognition systems. There is wide concern that Chinese companies have
found easy accommodation in those African countries -- including Ethiopia, Tanzania, Uganda
and Rwanda -- that share a common vision of bureaucratic control and surveillance and weak
privacy laws. These relationships are important and easily mobilised for sources of
standardised data, but they are not the most extensive or valuable.

The Mobile Network Operators – MTN, Orange, Vodacom – maintain databases of hundreds of
millions of subscribers, which include identifying information like names and photographs,
and in some countries (famously Nigeria) biometrics as well. The licensing requirements for
cellular providers also impose an intriguing paradox on the companies: they are required to
maintain databases that can assist the state in allowing “authorised interception of
communications” while, at the same time, they are specifically constrained to gather only the
information necessary for “business purposes” and prohibited from sharing it with other
firms.(Federal Republic of Nigeria 2007) The result is that the companies store very large
databases, including airtime transactions and the meta-data of calls, data connections and
texts, but – with the exception of Safaricom in East Africa and isolated experiments by Orange
in Senegal and Cote D’ivoire – they do not process the information or sell it to other
companies. Given the explosive intimacy of internet transactions it is easy to see why these
firms have been reluctant to convert these data into commercial assets. Phone use is also
unusual, as many people maintain multiple devices and multiple sim cards in order to
maximize their access to unevenly distributed and priced networks. (Bezuidenhoudt and
Breckenridge 2018; Mann 2017) Yet, as Safaricom’s success in building an automated scoring
system for credit allocation suggests, the commercialisation of the meta-data of the 600
million phone users is entirely possible.(Cook and McKay 2015) The Grameen bank has
several projects currently underway in Uganda that mine clients’

A similar situation has developed around Facebook and the other popular social media
platforms. After initially offering platform-subsidized free access using the smart card
applications most of the operators have now moved to subsidised data packages that allow
parsimonious access to specific platforms. In South Africa MTN offers a 30 day 1gb singlepurpose tariff for WhatsApp or Twitter at a cost of R10 (less than a dollar). (McKane 2018) In
Nigeria they offer the same product – access using the app only to WhatsApp, Instagram or
several others on an unmetered basis -- for about much less than a dollar a month. These
walled-garden data packages, and, especially communications on WhatsApp, are producing
the volume of data that machine learning algorithms require. Nearly 200 million people on the
continent are currently active users of the personal conversation networks supported by
WhatsApp -- which typically involve users in overlapping but discrete conversations
structured by home, family, lineage, friends, work and politics.(Note the historical potency of
these networks: Geschiere and Nyamnjoh 2000) In some countries the platform now
consumes more than half of all the available traffic. This data would lend itself to very
powerful algorithmic classifications. At least as far as the company will acknowledge publicly,
only the commitment to end-to-end encryption has to date prevented the development of very
powerful sorting and diagnostic algorithms. That is apparently now changing.(Dahir 2018;
Solon 2018) Assembling big data, to use the name of an older ICT obsession, is not the
problem for artificial intelligence on the continent.

Systematic racial, gender and class bias is a much more serious problem. Researchers have
already demonstrated convincingly that the scoring algorithms widely used by US courts to
assess the likely risks of an accused committing crime in the future discriminate methodically
against black people. The bias is imported into these human-coded algorithms by relying,

amongst other secret indicators, on survey questions like “How many of your friends are
taking drugs illegally?” There is no doubt amongst machine-learning developers and
researchers that self-taught algorithms – trained on data from the existing criminal justice
system – will adopt similar, or even more direct, proxy variables for race in developing
predictive scoring systems. (Angwin et al. 2016; Winston 2018) It is this obvious bias – and
the new political danger that it generates -- that has encouraged the development of activist
groups like Black in AI. (“Black in AI - Home” n.d.) It is also important to notice how quickly
the field of machine learning has responded to these problems of bias, with a significant
portion of the key papers at the NIPS conferences addressing problems questions of fairness
and bias, and searching for algorithmic tools of diagnosis and remedy. (Pleiss et al. 2017;
Kusner et al. 2017; Adler et al. 2018; Thomas et al. 2017)

In comparison with the entrenched, dispersed and authoritarian forms of bureaucratic racism
that exist everywhere, artificial intelligence, as a field, is strongly inclined toward a radical
egalitarianism. “Machine learning scientists come from every technical background
imaginable: probability theory and statistics, physics and economics, neuroscience and
psychology, operations research and signal processing, and many beyond,” as the organisers of
the recent IndabaX in Johannesburg have observed: “These scientists are also men and
women, are Africans and Asians, are black and white, are lesbian and gay and transgendered.
They come from every part of the world, speak in different languages and accents, hold
different beliefs, and are shaped by different histories. Amidst all this diversity, they are
singularly committed to discovering the principles of learning in brains and machines, and to
the beneficial applications of this knowledge."(Mohamed 2017, 17) It seems, at this stage of
the rebirth of AI, that the prospects for careful self-awareness about the indirect importation
of racialised models of classification into machine learning are actually very good.
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